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Special Issue article on Complexity

Social network structure
and the achievement of
consensus

Kevin JS. Zollman
Carnegie Mellon University, USA

Abstract
It is widely believed that bringing parties with differing opinions together to discuss their
differences will help both in securing consensus and also in ensuring that this consensus
closely approximates the truth. This paper investigates this presumption using two math-
ematical and computer simulation models. Ultimately, these models show that increased
contact can be useful in securing both consensus and truth, but it is not always beneficial in
this way. This suggests one should not, without qualification, support policies which increase
interpersonal contact if one seeks to improve the epistemic performance of groups.

Keywords
Social epistemology, network epistemology, consensus, linear pooling, bounded
confidence

One of the central problems in modern society is determining how best to integrate the

wide variety of opinions that exist about almost any topic. Politically, it is critical to suc-

cessfully integrate different opinions about what one should do regarding issues of redis-

tribution and social justice. Pragmatically, organizations must take actions which

appropriately represent a synthesis of the views of the members of such organizations.

Scientifically, we want to find the best way for researchers to pool their opinions, a way

that would most effectively lead us to true conclusions.

Consciously or unconsciously, individuals do (to some degree) integrate information

from others. The process of ‘social influence’ has been extensively investigated by social

psychologists, and its existence cannot be disputed. Solomon Asch, a famous early

experimenter on social influence, regarded the extremity of social influence to be of

serious concern. According to Asch (1955: 34):
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Consensus, to be productive, requires that each individual contribute independently out of

his experience and insight. When consensus comes under the dominance of conformity, the

social process is polluted and the individual at the same time surrenders the powers on

which his functioning as a feeling and thinking being depends. That we have found the ten-

dency to conformity in our society so strong that reasonably intelligent and well-meaning

young people are willing to call white black is a matter of concern. It raises questions about

our ways of education and about the values that guide our conduct.

It is not so clear, however, that social influence is deleterious to our functioning as social

beings. It allows for the formation of consensus, and can potentially represent one way

that we can integrate variegated data about a particular situation quickly and easily. In an

earlier article (Zollman, 2010b), I suggested that the process might serve to make

communities of individuals more reliable. Utilizing a mathematical model of social

influence I illustrated how communities of individuals who are informed (with noise)

about some particular fact can be more reliable than the individuals themselves.

I also addressed another important question: given that social influence is, likely, an

inevitable feature of human social interaction, what is the best form for that integration to

take? Is it better for people to be in contact with more or fewer individuals?

This later questions is an important one. There are many political movements whose

aim is to bring more people in contact with one another in order to increase dialogue

about one issue or another. We are increasing the degree to which scientists connect with

one another via the internet and through more journals and conferences. Organizations

often attempt to foster interaction among their members. All of these policies have as

a tacit assumption that a group is somehow made better by increasing interaction.

It would be a mistake to assume uncritically that increasing interaction would be

always beneficial. Social processes such as belief change are undoubtedly complex sys-

tems. This is true both in the colloquial sense of that word (that is, complicated) and also

in the technical sense (that is, exhibiting nonlinearity, sensitivity to initial conditions,

and cyclic or chaotic behavior). Because social interaction in belief formation exhibits

some of these properties of complex systems, we cannot hope to understand them from

mere reflection alone. Nor can we generalize from a few empirical cases. Those features

of complex systems which make them mathematically interesting thwart generalizing

from a limited number of cases. For this reason, one must study these systems using

mathematical or computer-simulation techniques.

Utilizing models of this type, my previous work has suggested that whether social

interaction is productive depends on the underlying learning situation. When individuals

are actively engaged in a process of testing different options (such as different technol-

ogies or different drug treatments) increased social interaction can, surprisingly, be very

harmful (Bala and Goyal, 1998; Ellison and Fudenberg, 1995; Zollman, 2007, 2009,

2010a). This is because when individuals must seek out evidence there is some benefit

to diversity of opinion, since it leads groups to seek out diverse bits of evidence.1 Having

highly connected social networks tends to retard this sort of diversity, and so has a dis-

tinct negative impact.

But when all the available information arrives before any social interaction takes

place, increased interaction can be helpful (Zollman, 2010b). Groups tend to improve
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as the number of potential interactions increases. This later mathematical model was

limited in two ways. First, it dealt only with beliefs that could be represented as one

of two states: either I believe a proposition or not. Second, it considered only three poten-

tial structures for social interaction. This article attempts to remedy this shortcoming by

offering another model which allows for consideration of a richer set of beliefs and more

potential structures for social interaction. The models in this article better represent

political opinions, probability judgments, or any judgment that can be represented by

a point on a continuous spectrum.

But ultimately our question will be the same: what is the best form for social influence

to take? Is it better to have more rather than less social influence? Are all policies that

attempt to secure reliable consensus by increasing the amount of interaction within a

group likely to be successful in their aims?

Depending on the situation, one might be interested in securing one of two goals. In

many political situations one might be satisfied with consensus without regard for which

particular opinion makes up that consensus. Here there is no external judge of ‘correct-

ness’. In other circumstances, however, we may not just want consensus but also a con-

sensus which approximates the truth. In the discussion that follows, I will consider both

measures of propriety.

This article provides two mathematical models for social influence, which will allow

us to compare different types of social arrangements as to their ability to secure (correct)

consensus. The first model, called ‘linear pooling’, is presented in Section 1. The second

model is a generalization of the first and is presented in Section 2. The limitations of both

of these models are discussed in Section 3 and Section 4 concludes.

1. Linear pooling

Perhaps the most straightforward model of belief change under social influence was

devised by French (1956). French imagines that each individual has an opinion repre-

sented by a real number in some interval (here we will use [0,1]). Each individual is also

influenced by another to a certain degree, again represented by some non-negative num-

ber. Individuals then update their beliefs by averaging their own belief with all those who

have influence over them. All individuals do this simultaneously and thus arrive at new

beliefs. This process is then repeated until eventually the forces of social influence are in

equilibrium – no one further changes their beliefs.2

Individuals might average their belief by simply splitting the difference with those

around them (more formally, by adopting the arithmetic mean of the beliefs of their

friends). Alternatively, individuals might adopt a weighted average, where some individ-

uals have a greater influence on their new belief than others.

1.1. Mere consensus

Under what conditions should we expect a community of individuals of this sort to reach

a consensus? Suppose that we represent influence by using a social network. Each indi-

vidual is represented by a dot (or vertex) and if individual i is influenced by individual j

to any degree greater than zero, we draw an arrow beginning at i and ending at j. Once we
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have done this for every individual we now have a directed graph. If this graph is con-

nected (that is, we can begin at any individual and, following the directions of the arrows,

get to any other individual in some number of steps) and if at least one person is influ-

enced by herself, the group as a whole will, in the limit, converge to a single consensus

opinion (DeGroot, 1974). (While sufficient, this is not a necessary condition. Some other

network structures will converge, and others will converge if the initial beliefs have the

appropriate structure (see Berger, 1981).)

Consider a simple example. Suppose a community of three individuals: Carlos, Julie,

and Shannon. Carlos is influenced by Shannon, but not by Julie. Julie is influenced by

Carlos, and Shannon is influenced by both Julie and Carlos. This group is pictured in

Figure 1. One can see that one can get from any individual to any other by following the

arrows. As a result, this group will converge to a consensus. The final consensus is deter-

mined by the degree to which each individual is influenced by the others, but can be cal-

culated by a relatively simple mathematical procedure. The details of this procedure can

be found in the Appendix.

If our interest is the creation of consensus, what does this tell us? If we have two

groups that appear to be at odds, we would like to bring them into contact. It is sufficient

to have a single person from one group who is influenced by one person in the other

group, but more cannot hurt.3 In this way, French’s model underwrites those who believe

that our political institutions would be improved by increased communication.

1.2. Correct consensus

For some decisions, consensus may be all we are interested in. For instance, in some

democratic decision making, the ‘correctness’ of a decision may merely depend on it

being the option agreed on by everyone (or at least the majority).4 In such cases, all

we desire is to construct a situation in which consensus is achieved.

However, in many cases there is an independent truth to be tracked. We want to create

a situation not only in which consensus is achieved, but also in which the consensus is as

close as possible to the truth. For this circumstance we will need to add some details to

French’s model in order to make the analysis more tractable. First, we will restrict our

notion of social influence. Instead of allowing arbitrary degrees of influence, we will

impose some constraints. Suppose every individual has a group of friends (we will

Figure 1. An example of an influence graph which converges in French’s model to a single consensus
opinion
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assume friendship is symmetric, that is, if I am your friend, then you are my friend). Sup-

pose, too, that each individual is influenced to the same degree by all of her friends.5 This

allows us to represent social influence as a undirected graph, such as those pictured in

Figure 2.

Now suppose that each individual is given some initial ‘signal’ about the true value of

some parameter. Perhaps every individual performs an independent experiment to esti-

mate the mean of some distribution or perhaps they are each given different information

about the real value of some underlying probability. Whatever the situation being mod-

eled, we will presume that the expected value for each individual is the truth.

Given this model, we can now ask what structure of social influence produces a con-

sensus that is closest to the truth. If each individual is equally reliable, the structure of

social influence should be regular, that is, each individual should have exactly the same

number of friends as everyone else (proofs can be found in the Appendix, and see also

DeMarzo et al. (2003) and Golub and Jackson (2010)).6 This ensures that no individual

has undue influence over the final consensus estimate. Consider the three graphs in

Figure 2. Here the left-hand and right-hand graphs are both regular. The left-hand graph

is the cycle, in which every individual has exactly two friends (plus herself). The right-

hand graph is the complete graph, in which everyone has everyone else as a friend.

Surprisingly, perhaps, judged from the ultimate consensus properties both are equally

good. These are in contrast to the middle graph from Figure 2, the wheel, in which a sin-

gle individual is friends with everyone. Here, the person in the center exerts dispropor-

tionate influence on the final consensus and so unduly skews the result in favor of her

own opinion.

There is an important difference between the cycle and the complete graph. The com-

plete graph is much faster at reaching consensus – it does so in one step. The cycle, on the

other hand, takes literally forever to reach consensus, although it gets closer on every

step. So if one is concerned not just with ultimate consensus, but also with speed, then

one might prefer the complete graph (Harray, 1959).

These results make important qualifications to the conclusions of Section 1.1. There it

was the case that the addition of any new friends could not hurt in securing consensus, but

here it clearly can hurt. If one begins with a group that is arranged in a cycle and adds a single

link by introducing two new people, one has now made the group less reliable. This suggests

that if we have an idea about truth toward which we want the group to aim, then bringing

individuals into contact with one another should not be regarded as always productive.

Figure 2. Three graphs: the cycle, the wheel, and the complete graph. The left-hand and
right-hand graphs are regular graphs, while the center graph is not
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A comparison of the short- and long-run behavior of these two graphs can be found in

Figure 3. Here the x-axis represents the number of iterations of the averaging procedure

and the y-axis represents how far (on average) the final judgment is from the truth.7

Looking only at very short-term behavior (on the far the left of the graph), the addition

of edges helps even if it reduces the regularity of the graph. But after a sufficient amount

of time, the unequal number of connections in the wheel results in a more skewed esti-

mate of the truth than does the cycle, which approaches the reliability of the complete

graph.

What if individuals are unequally reliable? Perhaps one person is given two signals or

a larger sample. In which case, we want the friendship properties to represent this differ-

ence in the quality of information. If one person is twice as reliable as everyone else, we

want that person to have twice as many friends (counting herself). Three examples are

pictured in Figure 4. In each of these examples, the addition of any number of edges

whatsoever would reduce the reliability of the group. Again, we might not want to intro-

duce two new people here.

One might think that requiring all friends be treated equally is too stringent, since peo-

ple are influenced to different degrees by their different friends. Space prevents a

detailed discussion of this situation here, but interested readers should consult Golub and

Jackson (2010) and Hartmann et al. (2009), who consider exactly this point.

2. Bounded confidence

Some authors have complained that French’s model is an inadequate empirical model

because it fails to explain the persistence of disagreement in situations of social influence

(Abelson, 1964; Friedkin and Johnsen, 1999). This led to the development of a similar

model in which individuals’ social influence depends on the distance of their beliefs

Figure 3. The short-run behavior of the cycle, the wheel, and the complete graph using linear
pooling
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from one another. The bounded confidence model retains the central thrust of French’s

model while allowing for disagreement even in connected graphs (Hegselmann and

Krause, 2002; Krause, 2000).8

Like French’s model individuals are endowed with initial beliefs and are influenced

by others. Along the lines of our simplification above, it is assumed that individuals have

a set of friends who all have the potential to be equally influential. However, each indi-

vidual whittles down her set of friends on the basis of similarity of opinion. A friend

whose opinion differs by too great a degree is ignored. Of those friends who are suffi-

ciently close in opinion, the agent averages her own belief with theirs, just as in French’s

model. The largest difference in opinion a person is willing to tolerate is called the ‘tol-

erance parameter’. We will place individuals in a social network and assign them all the

same tolerance parameter.

2.1. Mere consensus

Graph structure will also influence the degree to which consensus is achieved in this

model. Like French’s model, in unconnected graphs we cannot be assured that consensus

will be achieved. Unlike French’s model, even connected graphs might retain persistent

disagreement. Consider, for example, a community composed of two individuals, each

of whom considers those within 0.5 of their own belief credible and thus worthy of con-

sideration. If one individual has a belief of 0.1 and the other 0.9, the group will never

reach a consensus. On the other hand, if one has 0.4 and the other 0.6, they will.

It seems likely that the connectedness of the graph will have an influence on the

degree of consensus which is achieved. Hegselmann and Krause (2002) show that in a

complete graph the tolerance parameter puts an upper bound on the number of distinct

groups which persist in the limit. In particular, it is impossible for there to be more than

1/d distinct groups in the long run (where d is the tolerance parameter). However, in the

cycle graph (also a regular graph) there can be as many distinct groups as individuals.9 In

terms of worst-case scenarios, the complete graph appears far better than the cycle.

Figure 4. Maximally connected optimal graphs for heterogeneous reliability, in which the
proportions represent the number of samples by a very reliable individual compared to the
number of samples by the remaining individuals
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But is the complete graph superior when we compare situations other than the worst

case? Here analytical solutions will be too difficult; we must turn to simulation. We will

first consider a family of graphs known as the x-cycles. Individuals are arranged in a cir-

cle and are connected to their x nearest neighbors (x/2 on the right and x/2 on the left).

The cycle pictured on the left in Figure 2 is a 2-cycle. The 4-cycle involves connecting

everyone to their neighbors’ neighbors, while the 6-cycle begins with the 2-cycle and

connects everyone to their neighbors’ neighbors and their neighbors’ neighbors’ neigh-

bors, and so on. This family of graphs is useful because every member is regular (every-

one has the same number of neighbors) and one can move from a graph with very few

connections to the complete graph.

Figure 5 shows simulation results that illustrate the relationship between connectivity

and the number of distinct opinion groups. On the x-axis is the degree of x-cycle which is

being considered and on the y-axis is the average number of distinct opinion groups

which remained after 1000 iterations of averaging.10 If the number of distinct opinion

groups is one, consensus is always achieved. Higher numbers indicate either that consen-

sus is achieved less often or that it is never achieved at all.11 For low values of the tol-

erance parameter, connectedness helps to reduce the number of distinct opinion groups –

this brings us closer to consensus in this sense. But the benefit of connectedness appears

to decrease rapidly. Once one is connected to half the network (degree 24 or 26) very

little is gained from being connected to more. For high tolerance values, however, con-

nectedness has little effect. This should not be surprising since when the tolerance level

is 1.0, the bounded confidence and linear pooling models are equivalent. The last, also

unsurprising, result is that higher tolerance levels (that is, having groups of open-minded

individuals) tend to assist in the achievement of consensus in all the graphs studied here.

What about regularity? In the linear pooling model, regularity had no effect whatso-

ever on the ultimate achievement of consensus. Here it appears to make a difference for

Figure 5. Simulation results illustrating the average number of belief groups for various x-cycles
and two extreme degrees of tolerance
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relatively small tolerance levels. Figure 6 compares the wheel and the cycle for various

tolerance levels. For groups of relatively close-minded individuals, increasing the num-

ber of connections helps to secure consensus even when that connectivity is achieved by

introducing irregularity (that is, the wheel performs better than the cycle). This makes

intuitive sense, since the more individuals that one interacts with, the more likely it is

that one will interact with someone who acts as a bridge between oneself and another.

This is true even if the other person is very central.

The presence of central individuals might create consensus by influencing everyone

else to take their positions. While central individuals might help to create consensus, they

might do so by making the group as a whole less reliable (when there is a well-defined

sense of reliability). We turn to this possibility in the next section.

2.2. Correct consensus

The previous section focused only on the achievement of consensus, where this was mea-

sured by counting the number of distinct belief groups which existed after a sufficiently

long simulation. As before, we might also be interested in measuring the distance from

the truth for certain groups. Using the bounded confidence model, what is the effect of

connectivity and regularity on the truth-seeking properties of the groups?

Interestingly, connectivity is most beneficial for those who are somewhat open-

minded, but not totally open-minded. Figure 7 illustrates the results from the x-cycles

for three different tolerance levels. The y-axis represents average squared distance from

the truth, and as a result, lower scores represent groups who, on average, more closely

approximate the truth. The top and bottom line represent groups made up of individuals

with very small or very large tolerance parameters. Although the former is helped by

increased connectivity, the benefit is far less than the effect connectivity has on those

Figure 6. Simulation results illustrating the average number of belief groups for the cycle and the
wheel and various tolerance levels
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with a tolerance parameter of 0.3 (the middle line). The moral of this result is that certain

types of groups are likely to benefit from increased contact, namely, those groups compris-

ing individuals who are neither extremely open- or extremely close-minded. Those that are

too close-minded are unlikely to listen to the new people that they meet and those that are

too open-minded will eventually receive the information via another source anyway.

In the linear pooling model, regularity was important because it prevented a single

person from dominating the consensus – it gave each person equal say. Again, we should

expect this to be true for high tolerance levels, and this is what we find through simula-

tion (as illustrated in Figure 8). For high values of the tolerance parameter (above 0.4),

we see that groups arranged in the cycle do better than groups arranged in the wheel. The

conclusion here is the same as for the linear pooling model: increasing connections arbi-

trarily might have a negative impact on the reliability of the group.

Surprisingly, however, this fact does not hold for low values of the tolerance para-

meter. When individuals are relatively close-minded, it is better to have a central indi-

vidual, even though that person’s opinion might have an overly high influence on the

final consensus. This is achieved because the central individual can act as a bridge

between two different people. Jake and Carlos might have opinions outside of the other’s

tolerance parameter, and so might not integrate the other’s information. But if Julie occu-

pies some middle ground between Jake and Carlos (but within each of their tolerance

levels), she might bring them close enough so that they do end up integrating information

from one another.12

3. Limitations of these models

Underlying these models are a series of assumptions, many of which are unrealistic. One

might, therefore, be interested in knowing the degree to which these assumptions are

Figure 7. Simulation results illustrating the average squared distance from the truth for various
cycles and three tolerance levels
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important. First among them is the very simple model of social influence represented by

repeated averaging. Bringing individuals together to discuss various issues is not sup-

posed to get them simply to ‘average’ their opinions with one another, but is, instead,

supposed to be an open discussion of the issues in which people share the reasons for

holding their beliefs. No one would deny that, at least sometimes, social interaction

involves a much more complex method by which individual beliefs are changed. How-

ever, this model is not supposed to be about those details, but is, instead, a macroscopic

model of individual belief change. Those authors who use these models hope that it cap-

tures, as a first approximation, how beliefs are changed, and therefore the conclusions

hold in general for groups that change their beliefs in this more complicated way.13

Second, we have assumed that each individual is equally influenced by all her friends.

This is unlikely to be true in the real world, but it represents a starting point for analysis.

Other authors have considered departures from this assumption (see Demarzo et al.,

2003; Golub and Jackson, 2010; Hartmann et al., 2009).

A third assumption is that the network is static, that is, one communicates with the

same individuals over time. One might imagine modeling the process by which friend-

ships change over time. How they might change will depend on the circumstance and the

people involved. Holme and Newman (2006) consider a situation in which individuals

tend to connect with those who have similar opinions. This is certainly a reasonable

model, and has some affinity with the assumptions that underlie the bounded confidence

model. But, there may be circumstances in which people seek out those with different

opinions from their own.

In this vein, one might be interested to know what networks might arise when indi-

viduals are allowed to form their own networks. For instance, if individuals were

rewarded for the reliability of their final consensus opinion and each could chose his

group of friends, what network might form? If adding additional friends were free, in all

Figure 8. Simulation results illustrating the average distance from the truth for the cycle and the
wheel and various tolerance levels
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situations the complete graph would seem a likely end point. But if there was a cost to

adding friends, would this still be the case? In some cases, the cycle might be the best end

point, but it might be difficult to achieve (it would require significant coordination

among the players). Although models of network formation and learning have been con-

sidered (see Goyal, 2007; Jackson, 2008), none have addressed learning problems of

exactly this sort.

A final assumption made by this model is that we are dealing with a situation in which

all the information has already arrived – no new information arrives during the process of

deliberation. Situations of this sort are not uncommon; risk assessment, jury deliberation,

and departmental hiring decisions all have this form. But, of course, many situations of

deliberation are not – new information can arise which might influence some people and

not others.

There are various ways that this might be incorporated into a model of this form. First,

one might simply imagine that there is some constant ‘pull’ toward the truth. In each

round, some (or all) individuals average with their neighbors and are also pulled in the

direction of the truth. This model has been investigated (see Douven and Riegler, 2010;

Hegselmann and Krause, 2006; Riegler and Douven, 2009) and has some interesting

properties.

This way of modeling the arrival of new information also has an important idealizing

assumption: the information which arrives is independent of the beliefs of the inquirers.

Again, this is not always the case. Sometimes the type of information we solicit (through

experiments, research, and so on) depends on what we think. In previous research (Zoll-

man, 2007, 2009, 2010a), I have considered a model of this form, one in which individ-

uals need to seek out evidence. In these cases, connectivity is a bad thing (whether

regular or not).

Comparing the result here with this earlier work is insightful. It illustrates that even

some of the most basic questions about how to design social institutions (such as how

much people should communicate) can depend radically on the underlying structure

of the problem such institutions are trying to solve. In the case of the model presented

here, in which individuals are trying to integrate already gathered information, highly

connected and regular networks appear to be best, all things considered, while in other

models highly connected graphs are the worst (Zollman, 2010a).

Although the models considered here are unrealistic in various ways, modifying the

model to make it as realistic as is feasible may not be productive. Models which are as

complex as the phenomena they study also have the property of being as impenetrable as

the real phenomena, making the models useless as heuristic devices for understanding

the social world. Instead, the step-by-step process whereby models are made slightly

more realistic (and then analyzed carefully before proceeding) provides, in this author’s

mind, the most effective way to proceed in understanding complex social phenomena

such as the formation of a consensus.

4. Conclusion

Given that individuals are subject to social influence, how should they interact so as to

form groups which achieve consensus and are reliable? We seem to have two features of
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social interaction which tend to make groups better in the sort of situation considered

here: connectivity and regularity. While not inconsistent, these two features do not

always select the same thing. One can take a graph and increase its connectivity, but

reduce its regularity and vice versa.

So, when in conflict, which virtues are dominant? Here we have different conclusions

for different circumstances. When individuals are relatively close-minded, one should

try to bring individuals together regardless of whether doing so introduces irregularity.

Bringing new people together moves the group as a whole closer to a consensus and also

makes the group more reliable.

If, on the other hand, the group is made up of relatively open-minded individuals, the

answer is more complex. If consensus is all that is desired, without concern for correct-

ness, then again connectivity is the sole good. It will better approximate consensus, and

even when a consensus is guaranteed, it reduces the time needed to reach that consensus.

However, if one is not just concerned with the achievement of consensus, but also the

correctness of the final result, one must balance connectedness with regularity. Simply

putting new people in contact with one another will not always result in better outcomes.

This suggests that in at least some situations, one ought to exercise caution when

attempting to increase communication – it might not always serve to make the group

as a whole more reliable.

Beyond these individual recommendations for improving the reliability of social

groups, the conclusions of this article show how dangerous limited analysis could be.

From a superficial analysis, one might conclude that connectivity is always good and

seek to bring new people into contact with one another. In some circumstances, this

could create epistemically worse groups if one cannot approach a complete graph. This

sort of ‘nonlinearity’ should not strike those familiar with complex systems as surprising,

but nonetheless it is an important consequence to keep in mind when considering the

epistemic properties of groups.

Appendix

Each individual is endowed with an initial belief .14 For each pair of individuals i and j

there is a weight wij which represents the influence that j has over i. (For simplicity we

will define i’s influence on herself as well, but this can just be thought of as i’s resistance

to others’ influence.15) So that our beliefs remain contained in [0,1], we will restrict our

weights to the same interval, and also require that for each i, Sj wij ¼ 1. Suppose that

individuals simultaneously update their beliefs by weighted averaging. Their new belief

is given by

b1
i ¼

X
j

wijb
0
j ð1Þ

This single iteration will not always result in a stable belief. Since i has moved in

response to j’s old belief, but j has also changed in response to others, the new beliefs

can be further subjected to social influence. Thus, we can define an iterative process,

in which later bn
i are constructed by the same method of synchronous averaging.
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Consider the matrix W constructed by the weights, wij, and the matrix B constructed

by the beliefs, b0
i . One step of this process is simply the matrix multiplication of

these two matrices, WB. This gives us the matrix of beliefs represented by Equation

1. A second step of this process is just a successive multiplication by W, W(WB). So,

the nth step is just WnB. This has some nice formal properties which make the analysis

of this model relatively easy. If there is a matrix L such that L ¼ lim
n!1

Wn, then this itera-

tive process converges to LB.

Because of the conditions placed on the weights, W is a Markov chain. Thus,

many of the results regarding the existence of stationary distributions in Markov

chains can be applied here as well.16 If W is ergodic we can be guaranteed the exis-

tence of a stationary distribution. It is sufficient that the influence graph (discussed

above) be connected and at least one person is influenced to some positive degree

by herself.

We will now define two ways of deriving the weight matrix from an underlying social

network. Let G¼ <N, E> be a graph, composed of a set of nodes, N, and a set of edges, E.

Let N i represent i’s neighborhood (including i). We can now define the weight matrix,

W, this way,

wij ¼
1= N ij j if j 2 N i

0 Otherwise

�
ð2Þ

This creates a perfectly symmetric situation based on the underlying graph. Each indi-

vidual is equally influenced by himself and his neighbors and is not directly influence

by those to whom he is not connected.

The stationary distribution of a Markov chain can be computed by solving the follow-

ing set of equations:

pi ¼
X

j

pjwji

1 ¼
X

j

pi

The vector P ¼ <pi> represents the stationary distribution of the Markov chain W, and

thus represents the weight each individual is given in determining the final consensus of

the group. Given that we have begun with an underlying network, we are able to show a

relationship between the stationary distribution and the underlying network structure

from which we derived the weight matrix. This result is expressed in the following pro-

position (DeMarzo et al., 2003).

Proposition 1: For any network assigning weights according to Equation 2, the stationary

distribution P of W is pi ¼
N ij j

2 Ej j þ n
, where |E| is the number of edges in the graph

and n is the number of nodes.
Proof: Recall that each entry in W is either 1

N i
or 0. So,
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pi ¼
X
j2N i

pj

1

N j

�� ��
Since i 2 N i, we can subtract this term from both sides, yielding

N ij j � 1

N ij j
pi ¼

X
j2N i=i

pj

1

N j

�� �� ð3Þ

Suppose that pj ¼
N j

�� ��
2 Ej j þ n

, to show that this satisfies this constraint of a stationary

distribution. Substituting this value for pj in Equation 3 and multiplying by the reciprocal

yields:

pi ¼
N ij j
N ij j � 1

X
j2N i=i

N j

�� ��
2 Ej j þ n

� �
1

N j

�� ��
 !

This reduces to:

pi ¼
N j

�� ��
N j

�� ��� 1

X
j2N i=i

1

2 Ej j þ n

¼
N j

�� ��
2 Ej j þ n

Since
P

i N ij j ¼ 2 Ej j þ n, this satisfies the last constraint that the sum of all pi’s

equals 1.

One might be concerned that the individuals in the system represented by Equation 2

are overly deferential to others’ beliefs. Instead, we might consider a more asymmetric

method of assigning weights. Suppose there is a single number s 2 0; 1ð Þ, which every

individual assigns to herself and then divides the remaining weights evenly among her

remaining neighbors. This gives us the following weight assignments:

wij ¼
s If i ¼ j

1� sð Þ= N ij j � 1ð Þ If j 2 N i=i

0 Otherwise

8<
: ð4Þ

We can prove a similar result for this new weight assignment.

Proposition 2: For any network assigning weights according to Equation 4, the stationary

distribution P of W is pi ¼
N ij j � 1

2 Ej j .

Proof. For every individual i,
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pi ¼ spi þ
X

j2N i=i

pj

1� s

N j

�� ��� 1

which reduces to

1� sð Þpi ¼
X

j2N i=i

pj

1� s

N j

�� ��� 1
ð5Þ

Again, we will show that pi ¼
N jj j�1

2 Ej j satisfies the constraints by substituting it into Equa-

tion 5. This substitution results in

1� sð Þpi ¼
P

j2N i=i

N jj j�1

2 Ej j

� �
1�s

N jj j�1

� �

pi ¼ 1
1�sð Þ

P
j2N j=i

N jj j�1

2 Ej j

� �
1�s

N jj j�1

� �
¼

P
j2N j=i

1
2 Ej j

¼ N ij j�1

2 Ej j

This also satisfies the constraint that Sj pi ¼ 1, and so, as a result, represents the station-

ary distribution of W.

Propositions 1 and 2 show that the final weight given to each individual depends on

the size of her neighborhood and on the number of edges in the graph. Given a fixed

graph, more highly connected individuals will receive higher final weights as compared

to those who are less connected. Propositions 1 and 2 entail that all regular graphs will

have identical stationary distributions, since in each case each node will be given 1/n

weight.17 As a result, they will have identical limiting behavior.

These propositions also establish a relatively simple correctness result. If one has n

independent and identically distributed samples from a distribution, one minimizes the

squared distance from the mean just in case one averages the samples with equal weights.

So if each individual’s initial belief is drawn from some distribution, the network which

does the best is one where the consensus weights assign 1/n weight to each individual. As

a result, the regular networks are best when individuals are all equally reliable.

If we model differences in reliability as differences in the number of initial samples,

the edges in the graph should be distributed so that each individual draw is given equal

weight. This generates the graphs pictured in Figure 4.

Notes

The author would like to thank Brian Skyrms, Jeff Barrett, Rainer Hegselmann, John Rapalino, Kai

Spiekermann, Kyle Stanford, Elliott Wagner, Andrew Williams, and the participants of the PPE

Conference on Complexity for their useful comments and discussion.

1. In these models, I assume that everyone is equally capable of finding the right answer. Diver-

sity might have other benefits as well; for instance, it might help in groups in which individ-

uals differ in terms of the problems they can solve (Hong and Page, 2001, 2004).
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2. This model has been utilized as a normative model for incorporating the beliefs of others into

one’s beliefs by DeGroot (1974) and Lehrer and Wagner (1981). I will leave this issue about

the normative correctness of this model to one side and instead focus on this model as an idea-

lization of the process of social influence. For those who regard this model as a normative

model for belief change, this article will have additional relevance.

3. The interested reader should consult Grim et al. (2010) for a discussion of the benefits of

increasing connections between disparate groups when one is considering not just whether

a group converges, but the speed at which it converges as well.

4. I do not wish to contradict the view of ‘epistemic democrats’, who believe that democracy is

valuable because of its ability to reach true conclusions about facts and issues of justice. But

they would certainly agree that at least some decisions (such as deciding on a dinner location

for a group) are ‘correct’ only insofar as they are the consensus decision.

5. We can allow an individual to be influenced by herself to a greater (or smaller) degree than by

her friends. The details of the model are provided in the Appendix.

6. This result does not depend on the distribution from which the initial signal is drawn. For any

distribution with a finite variance, so long as each individual receives a single independent

draw from that same distribution, the best network is regular.

7. Distance from the truth here is measured in fractions of variance of the distribution from which

the initial beliefs are drawn. So, 0.1 means that the distribution of the consensus estimates will

have one-tenth the variance of the distribution from which the initial beliefs are drawn. This

figure is an analytical result, not the result of simulation, and so applies to any distribution

with finite variance.

8. There are other ways that one might account for this intuition. One might allow individuals to

assign less weight, but not zero weight, to those who are further away. See Jackson (2008: Ch. 8)

for a discussion.

9. This applies to graphs with an even number of individuals. For graphs with an odd number of

individuals and tolerance parameters greater than 0.5, there can only be n–1 distinct groups

(where n is the number of individuals in the graph).

10. In all the simulations presented here, individual’s initial beliefs are drawn from a uniform dis-

tribution over [0,1]. All groups have 50 individuals and the simulation results presented are for

5000 different simulations each of 1000 iterations of the averaging procedure. Simulations

were written and run using the NetLogo modeling software. The simulations are available

from the author’s website at http://www.andrew.cmu.edu/user/kzollman.

11. In the case in which consensus is never achieved, it still seems better to have fewer rather

than more belief groups. After all, resolving two competing opinions is often easer than

resolving ten.

12. All of the results reported here are for simulations in which the initial belief was drawn from a

uniform distribution over [0,1] (where the truth was 0.5). The qualitative results about which

networks and tolerance parameters fare better appears robust to modifying the truth parameter.

Simulations were checked when the initial beliefs were drawn at random from a beta distri-

bution with parameters 2 and 20, 2 and 2, and 20 and 2 (where the truth is 0.1, 0.5, and

0.9, respectively), and the qualitative relationships remained the same.

13. See Hegselmann and Krause (2006) for a discussion of this issue.

14. For our purposes we will restrict ourselves to beliefs represented as points in a one-

dimensional continuous space. DeGroot (1974) suggests that extending this model to
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probability density functions would be trivial, although in the case of conjugate distributions,

such as the Beta distribution, there are some difficult choices to be made regarding what

exactly is averaged by the agents (Winkler, 1968).

15. Here, we suppose that i’s influence over j remains constant over time. A model in which this

changes over time has been analyzed in a slightly different context by Chatterjee and Seneta

(1977), Lorenz (2005), and Cohen et al. (1986). Because we are assuming a fixed social net-

work, we will stick with French’s initial assumption.

16. A stationary distribution in a Markov chain is just L (as defined above). Depending on the

weights, L need not always exist. The relationship between this model and Markov chains was

first noticed by Harray (1959), who applied some theorems about Markov chains to French’s

model in order to determine when consensus would occur. This relationship represents a cen-

tral part of DeGroot’s discussion of this model (1974).

17. This fact was proved for the case of uniform weighting by Harray (1959).
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